126 Students were placed in TATA Consultancy Services (TCS)

Sree Vidyanikethan Engineering College (SVEC) is extremely proud in placing a whopping 126 of its students in TATA Consultancy Services (TCS) at one go in the recruitment drive conducted for three days during 7-9 October 2013.

Dr. M. Mohan Babu, Chairman, SVET; Mr. Vishnu Manchu, CEO, SVET; Prof. T. Gopala Rao, Special Officer, SVET; Dr. P. C. Krishnamachary, Principal, Sree Vidyanikethan Engineering College; Placement Officer Dr. K. Delhi Babu; faculty, staff and students expressed their heartfelt congratulations to the students.

Learner-centric teaching methods, Culture of Research and Innovation, Industry Partnership and Collaborations are the major development vectors at Sree Vidyanikethan Engineering College to foster student excellence.

Also, shared Vision, Integrity of the Management, Multi-tasking capabilities of Faculty, enthusiasm of students to break new grounds made this wonderful achievement.

Succeeding this placement drive Wipro Technologies is conducting recruitment for the students on 11th & 12th October, 2013. Many other multinational companies are in the pipeline for student placements. The Management is confident of providing 100% placement to all the eligible students in this academic year despite economic slowdown.